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This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also
how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories
free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site,
we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. The Chevrolet Camaro is a sports car first and muscle car second. Chevy still sticks a
big V8 up front if you want one, but the chassis and handling prowess of the Camaro are what
make the car so desirable. There are plenty of options for Camaro buyers, too. Convertible
variants are aplenty, and the horsepower variety is broad. The only snag in this is that both the
Ford Mustang and Dodge Challenger offer up a similar amount of choices, albeit with different
execution styles. Rally Green Metallic paint is no longer available. The Camaro is available in
two body styles coupe and convertible , with four engines and eight trim levels seven for the
convertible. The base trim is the 1LS, available with the 2. It makes horsepower and pound-feet
of torque, returning 25 mpg combined with the automatic and 22 mpg combined with the
manual. A V6 Camaro makes horsepower and pound-feet of torque, netting 22 mpg combined
with the automatic or 20 mpg combined with a manual transmission. These V8-equipped cars all
make horsepower and pound-feet of torque and return 20 mpg with the automatic and 19 mpg
with the manual. Finally, the ZL1 is the highest trim level, equipped with a 6. The menacing ZL1
makes horsepower and pound-feet of torque, while returning an even worse 16 mpg combined
with both transmission options. Every version of the Camaro puts its power down to the rear
wheels only. You can use the rest of this page to find more in-depth information about the
Chevrolet Camaro, including features, specs and where to find a good deal near you. Hide Full
Review. Engine 2. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your car and get a cash
offer in minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad
blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our
site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear.
Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual
application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still
haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be
logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. New
Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 Interior, Price, Pictures â€” By standard knowledge, muscle automobile
was basically expected to disappear at this point, a fabulous patient involving growing
energy-economic climate specifications. If something, there exists far more option than in the
past, regardless of whether you might be searching for a streamlined nevertheless fairly
effective deal much like the Camaro 1LT, or something that is prepared to choose to use the
actual dragstrip across the Saturday and Sunday, much like the Camaro ZL1. However, it
receives current seems plus an up coming-gen infotainment method. Contrary to the real
vintage muscle tissue automobiles regarding generations previous, this specific pony auto is
likewise much more comfortable plus more nice to operate a vehicle every day, while
introducing increasingly substantial-technician safety not to mention infotainment capabilities.
The greatest revise for your Chevy Camaro will be the edgy front and back fender-and-headlight
up-date that is made plenty of controversies. This coupe furthermore receives a recommended
pace auto around the SS. Chevy offers enhanced it is infotainment process, at the same time.
This kind of becoming a middle of-period upgrade, there have been basically no changes to
page steel, as well as the overall appearance in the sixth-technology Camaro is constantly
harkening straight back to a timeless version, one of the more eye-catching muscle tissue
automobiles at any time. That finer front lights supply the design any menacing squint,
strengthened from the sculpted hindquarters together with sweptback roofing. That ZL1 will be
the merely variation in no way to obtain the facelift. One does afflict by fairly minimal exposure,
very much like their pony-automobile competitors, yet Chevy provides additional helpful
technology capabilities, like sightless-area recognition, to aid conquer this issue. Seating is
comfy in addition to encouraging, with plenty of improvements for sports bundles. Heated up in
addition to ventilated front side strength chairs will be standing around the 2LT toned. Of
course, your rear seating can be something of the charges pack for grownups. There are
actually several motors obtainable in the particular Chevrolet Camaro. You will find the
conventional 2. Step-up on the 3. Improve on the Camaro ZL1, and you really are checking out
any horsepower supercharged variation, which makes it the best Camaro possibly. Most motors
connect to some 6-pace guide that also includes auto rev coordinating about V8 designs or
perhaps 8-rate intelligent using exercise shifters; Camaro ZL1 types have a recommended
velocity automated. Deciding on the best clip in part comes down to engine choice because the
effective V8s are directly supplied inside the SS along with ZL1 trims. In case you are at ease
with the particular turbo-4 or even V6 motors, look into the 2LT, in which is probably the very

best principles within the collection. Any Chevrolet Camaro is a superb vehicle. It provides
many engine alternatives, which are generally highly effective along with reactive. Also, it takes
care of adequately, trips effortlessly, boasting comfy top chairs. Also, it includes a small trunk
area plus a claustrophobia-inducing back end chair, nevertheless these usually are not unusual
problems to get a sports vehicle. Skip to content. About Author Sharon. Sure, there were other
big-block Camaros available, but this one was special. This lightweight engine used all
aluminum parts save for critical moving items like the crankshaft, connecting rods, pushrods,
and camshaft. Although the factory rated it at a paltry horsepower, it is accepted knowledge that
this sleeping giant actually delivered closer to of those horses. But, if the engine was destined
for Can Am racing, how did it end up under the hood of a street legal Camaro? After looking at
it, I knew I had to have it. Gibb reached out to Vince Piggins in the summer of Piggins was the
person that could approve or deny the order, and Piggins told Gibb, that in order for the request
to be approved, he needed to order at least 50 cars. As history shows, the agreement was made.
When the first two cars arrived at Gibb Chevrolet, neither of them would start because of the
cold Illinois, weather. Even though all 50 of the ZL1 Camaros eventually arrived at Gibb
Chevrolet, the exorbitant sticker price resulted in only 13 of them being sold from the
dealership. This financial upgrade raised the sticker price of these cars to as much as a new
Corvette. Not surprisingly, Gibb Chevrolet was unable to sell the remaining 37 cars, and he
struck a deal with Chevy corporate, and they were eventually returned to the Norwood assembly
plant. Chevrolet did finally find homes for the remaining 37 cars, and that is where this Fathom
Green example comes into the picture. This car was one of the 37 cars that Gibb Chevrolet no
longer wanted, and was returned to Chevrolet. From there, it ended up at Sutliff Chevrolet in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. On one occassion, the Sutliff folks even coerced Bruce Larsen to
take it to the track and stretch its legs, hoping that having the car run at the track would secure
a buyer. Eventually, the dealership added a rear decklid spoiler and a set of Rallye wheels, and
in February of , it finally found a new home. That was way back in This fabled, tire-shredding
piece of history then sat in Mr. It took some time to track down Mr. Symmes, but after Mark had,
he made arrangements to go look at this rare monster. After I called him, Phil Boris and myself
made the trip to his place to check out the car. But buying a car of this caliber takes some
serious financial planning. So in order to seal the deal, Mark had to relinquish ownership of two
of his other cars a and a Corvette. Little did I know at the time, but this car turned out to be one
of the best ZL1 Camaros known to exist. This car was never used as a racecar, still has all of the
original body metal and interior, and shows a mere 8, original miles on the odometer. When the
dust finally settled in early , a total of only 69 ZL1 Camaros were built. Although they could
legally be licensed for use on the streets of America, they were in fact barely a street car. What
many might not understand is that since the intent of the COPO ordering system was to allow
special options for fleet and commercial vehicles, the inclusion of number did nothing to affect
the Chevrolet new car warranty. Gibb returned. Although dealers had a hard time selling the
cars when they were new, they certainly do very well now â€” if you can find one for sale. Build
your own custom newsletter with the content you love from Chevy Hardcore, directly to your
inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We'll
send you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore articles, news, car features, and videos every
week. We promise not to use your email address for anything but exclusive updates from the
Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. News All News New Products.
What is Pro Touring? Factory original, and good as new. Latest News. Dyno Testing. More
Stories. Hardcore Chevys in your Inbox. Subscribe Now. We think you might like No thanks.
Drag Racing. Engine Tech. When Chevrolet brought back the Camaro ZL1 for , it paid tribute to
one of the greatest models in the pony car's history. In , Chevy wouldn't officially sell a Camaro
with an engine larger than cubic inches, but Illinois dealer Gibb Chevrolet used the automaker's
Central Office Production Orders department to order equipped Camaros. And Gibb didn't pick
a regular iron-block , either; it selected an aluminum-block beast developed for Can-Am racing,
codenamed ZL1. This engine weighed about as much as a small-block V8, but made a claimed
horsepower. I say "claimed" because it's an open secret that the ZL1 motor made well over
horsepower from the factory. This made the Camaro ZL1 a drag-strip monster. The remaining
unsold models were sold back to Chevy and distributed to various dealers throughout the
country. Chevy ended up producing 19 more Camaro ZL1s, for a total of 69 cars. This silver
example is 4, and it's headed to Mecum's Chicago auction this weekend. Don't expect it to be
cheap. Presumably, this is one of the 50 cars ordered by Gibb Chevrolet, but it was first sold by
Hauser Chevrolet in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Mecum doesn't have a ton of detail in its listing
for the car, but it says it was recently restored, and the pictures certainly attest to that. It's
painted Cortez Silver, and it's equipped with a Turbo automatic transmissionâ€”don't forget, the
ZL1 was a drag-racing special. The 4. There's no estimated selling price, but good ZL1s can

blow way past the half-million dollar mark. We don't expect this to be a bargain like the hp ZL1
Chevy sells today. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top
Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver. Mecum Auctions. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We
get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights
on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good,
right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content.
Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're
using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel
Confirm. Updating Configuration Most powerful. It went a step beyond the Yenko and even the
mighty L88 Corvette, to where few production muscle cars tread. Engine and SS trim were
deleted, and the cars were equipped essentially as other COPO Camaros, with cowl-induction
hood, front disc brakes , a choice of heavy-duty four-speeds or Turbo Hydra-matic, and a But
instead of the iron-block and head L72 , these Camaros got a called the ZL1. It was similar in
design to the most-potent iteration of the aluminum-head L88, but it was the first production
Chevy engine to also have an aluminum block. It shared the L88's bhp factory rating, but
actually had over bhp -- making it likely the most powerful engine Chevy ever offered to the
public. And it weighed just pounds -- about the same as Chevy's cid V With the factory's stock
dual exhausts and tires, it turned low 13s; headers, slicks, and tuning got it into the Chevy
never built a quicker production car. Chevy needed to build 50 to satisfy the NHRA, and actually
built About 20 ZL1s went into organized drag racing, turning low 10s to set several Super Stock
records. Well-heeled individuals bought others, but the high price took a toll: At least 12
engines were removed and sold separately, and about 30 unsold cars were returned to Chevy. It
took until the early '70s to sell them off. Return to Classic Muscle Cars Library. Never heard of
the super-high-performance Camaro ZL1? That may be because Chevy built just 69 copies.
They were basically blank canvasses for the most committed muscle car mavens. See more
muscle car pictures. ZL1s packed a very special cid V-8, but were basic economy-grade Camaro
inside. The ZL1's all-aluminum was competition-proven in Can-Am racing. It weighed a mere
pounds -- and produced more than bhp. Chevy muscle cars beat at the heart of big-cube high
performance. See profiles, photos, and specifications of more Chevy muscle cars. Muscle cars
came in many shapes and sizes. Here are features on more than muscle cars , including photos
and specifications for each model. Muscle cars created their own culture. To learn about it, read
How Muscle Cars Work. The Oldsmobile Cutlass launched the original muscle car maker into
the heart of s high performance. The Mercury Comet distilled the muscle car to its essence with
the biggest, strongest V-8 in the lightest midsize body. The engine is what gives a muscle car its
flamboyant personality. To learn everything you need to know about car engines, see How Car
Engines Work. Muscle cars wouldn't have much muscle without horsepower -- but what exactly
is horsepower? How Horsepower Works answers that question. Are you thinking of buying a
muscle car, or any other car? Related Content " ". The world we live in can really be unfair. Here
the only way to mark your presence is by demonstrating how much power you have. Sadly,
power comes at a price, and a big one at that. But what if someone told you that you could have
all the power in the world and only asked for a modest token in return? The 6. Impressive
handling. Powerful V8 at an affordable price. Soft-top fun of a convertible. Subpar cabin quality.
Cramped second row. Even smaller boot. Average fuel efficiency. The car remains unchanged
from the previous year. With its 6. Now, you can control all that power either by a 6-speed
manual unit, which you most definitely should, as you wanted it so desperately, or a ten-speed
automatic unit, in which case you are not its real master. Regardless of that choice, the ZL1
Convertible will let you take its top-down so you can show yourself off. However, as mentioned
before, power comes at a price. Reality will set in soon and you will find yourself wondering if
you made a big mistake. The Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 Convertible is a simple yet sinister Camaro
that offers that soft-top fun of a convertible at a reasonable price. It does miss out on the 1LE
option that its sibling ZL1 Coupe can be equipped with, but holds on to what matters most. It is
powered by the same 6. Other standard equipments include Brembo brakes and rear-wheel

drivetrain. As far as the transmission is concerned, you can pair your ZL1 Convertible with
either a six-speed manual unit or a ten-speed automatic one. To make things better, it also
comes with a power-folding convertible soft-top. In order to get the best out of your ZL1
Convertible opt for the one with manual unit. This supercharged V8, rated at hp and lb.
However, for the true joy of hustling this American muscle around, it is highly recommended
that you get your hands on the stick-shift. Regardless of the choice of transmission, the 6. At hp
and lb. The ZL1 Convertible may not be as fast as its hard-top sibling due to the additional
weight, but it is just as powerful. As soon as you set foot on the throttle, the ZL1 charges ahead
with the intent to leave all other convertibles behind to feed on its dust. Now, the speed
automatic is quick and timely, but the 6-speed manual suits this Camaro Convertible even
better. It throws short and swift shifts, and is also equipped with rev-matching downshifts. As
soon as you put the pedal to the metal, the supercharged V8 responds with urgency and the
transmission communicates the transition of power to the wheels at the back just as quickly.
Thereby helping this Camaro Convertible takes off as if there is no tomorrow. Hence, it is a lot
faster than all other convertibles in this comparison. In fact, it is a lot heavier than the standard
ZL1 due to the mechanism that lets this ZL1 take its top off. Thus, in order to ensure the ZL1
Convertible stops as well it take off Chevrolet equipped it with brakes from Brembo. At the front
are six piston-callipers, while the rear is taken care of by four piston-callipers. The feel from the
pedal and the response from the brakes are very well in line with each other, much like its
engine and transmission. Consequently, the ZL1 Convertible is just as quick to come to a halt.
The Porsche Boxster Spyder is the lightest car in this segment. This helps it to be the quickest
of the lot to reach a standstill. The Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 Convertible is a muscle car, but the
way it drives puts it a lot closer to some of the easy handling sports cars. Its premium Alpha
platform equips this Camaro Convertible with double-pivot, control-arm and strut suspension
paired to the efficiently tuned electronically assisted power steering, and stiff but very well
balanced chassis. All these factors put together make this ZL1 Convertible a total corner carver.
It handles curves better than any muscle car out there, and in doing so it feels more like a
proper sportscar. This Camaro remains composed over most surfaces as the rear suspension is
well resolved. The only downside to this ride being its wide inch tyres which make the ZL1
Convertible wobble over broken roads. But that too can be taken care of by getting the Magnetic
Ride Control dampers available as an option. The supercharged 6. Also, pairing the Camaro ZL1
Convertible with the ten-speed automatic makes this Chevy a bit more efficient. The Chevrolet
Camaro ZL1 Convertible offers only average fuel economy, which it somewhat makes up for
with its large fuel tank. For the year , the Chevy Camaro ZL1 Convertible gets a relatively well
laid out cabin that feels a lot more upmarket than before. While there is still noticeable amount
of plastic on the dash and on the doors, the fit and finish has significantly improved. What has
not improved so much is visibility from inside this car and its cramped second row. The huge
bulge on the hood to incorporate its supercharger causes massive blindspots for the driver who
already sits too low and has to reach ahead to see past the bonnet that goes on into the
horizon. Providing some relief to the driver are the comfortable Recaro Performance sport
bucket seats that hold the driver in place and provide ample support as well as comfort. Even
the soft-top of this Chevy Camaro feels fairly premium and can be operated remotely. Standard
on the Camaro ZL1 lineup is an 8-inch touchscreen infotainment unit which is quite
comprehensive. It also features swipe and pinch-and-stretch controls. The Camaro ZL1
Convertible has a cramped second row and an even smaller trunk. This makes the Merc a lot
more accommodating. In order to make the not-so-comfortable Camaro ZL1 Convertible a bit
more user-friendly, Chevrolet has loaded it with the following comfort features:. For the year ,
Chevy redesigned its entire Camaro lineup. Then to cut down the criticism they received for the
crime they committed, they redesigned it once again for the year However, the ZL1 lineup
remains untouched. It carries over the same styling elements from the previous year. That
design reminds us of the Camaros from the late s, only more exaggerated to favor form over
function. The high sill, chopped-top look and stubby rear give it a classic Coke-bottle
appearance. At the side, the wheel arches are occupied by large inch dark aluminum wheels,
while the door has been sculpted to make the ZL1 convertible look less hefty than it is. Overall,
the design of this Camaro serves as the window to its massive supercharged V8 that lies under
its hood. Its overall length is also the longest as is its wheelbase. Helping the Chevrolet Camaro
ZL1 Convertible carry-off its sinister impression are the following exterior features:. While one
is a full-blown American, the other is a well-rounded European. While, if you consider the other
aspects of practicality, the ZL1 is no match to the Bimmer. The M4 Convertible is more elegant,
while the Chevy is all about brawn. The only thing that the Camaro ZL1 Convertible has going
for itself is its price and the power that it offers for it. The Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 is a fairly
well-rounded package. But if its presence and power you want from your American muscle,
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